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Abstract: 
In April 2017 the University of Nevada, Reno Special Collections undertook a systematic 
analysis of available statistics to provide us a comprehensive view of our collections, their use, 
our users, and their search strategies. This multi-sourced analysis allowed for greater insight into 
the shifting patterns of use and discovery for our collections, more than a year after the 
implementation of a finding aid database which leveraged structured descriptive metadata within 
Encoded Archival Description (EAD). This poster both shares the conclusions we reached on the 
intersection of our unique materials and the communities we serve, and demonstrates the process 
of gathering and evaluating that data. Using data as evidence to back our conclusions, for the 
first time we have a holistic understanding of the impact of the department’s activities of 
preserving and providing access to our collections. Just as importantly, we identified 
opportunities to strengthen that impact through collection development, wider access, and 
outreach.  This assessment project also helped illuminate what statistics we were not currently 
capturing, informing new policy implementations for enhanced data tracking beginning in the 
2017- 2018 fiscal year. All of this analysis will be repurposed for a number of internal and 
external audiences: the library, the university, our researchers, as well as our donors. This study 
demonstrates the underutilized value of statistics already generated through a special collections 
department’s normal operation, and offers a roadmap towards applying it to demonstrate our 
impact to ourselves and to our stakeholders. 
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